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: a

Preface

The integration of the harbour and railway interests

is so complete that it is difficult to discuss one without

touching upon some j ia the ether. Nevertheless, it is

proposed to treat each in its relation to the city' re

and structure. Since the 1530 Plan was publis h atter

of airports has not only come into being but 'the subject of

aviation has become of great importance in the life-

welfare of the community. A report j aviation, however,

has been submitted.

Introduction

The development of railways on this continent has

been characterized ^es - one, the extensive

construction of trans-cont ' bal trunk li the other,

the intensive building of shorter connecting links and of

large terminal yards. the earliest periods of railv i

development up to the outbreak oJ 1 r I, the former

type was the most common. ti ain objective in rail:, e

construction v/as to serve the ever-expandin I . tion

distribution.

Upon the completion of the trans-continental roads

and the connecting north and south lines, the intensive

development of the railways was accelerated. This type coincided
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with the rapid urban growth caused by the great industrial:

ation of the country. The increase in r ailway traffic was so

large and extensive that main lines were double-tracked, yards

were expanded and motive power and equipment were increased

to handle heavier trains.

In the period D ,, the two Wars, daring which a

slower rate of industrial expansion took place, the railway

panies were able to overcome many of the deficiencies of

their physical plants.

Both types of this railway development have had a

marked influence u x ie character of cities. The prior

establishment qf railway routes to the centre of cities,

their depots, yards and techanical facilities, is strikingly

manifest in every community. They have influenced to a lar

degree the growth of the co.anunity and in many instances have

conflicted with the most effective planning. Nearly every

community, in one way or another, is confronted with serious

problems in its proper and efficient development fro:: the

structures which have been imposed by prior railway construction.

Much of the urb. land1 occupied by railways* plants,

might and could much better be turned to uses equivalent to

the lands within the community's .igh value area. These railway

facilities frequently impose a definite blight upon surround-

ing erty.

It would be to the advantage, not only to the

coiimunity, but to the railway companies t Ives, to co-operate
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to a much greater degree. Reduced operating costs, improved

service to shippers and customers and large benefits to the

co munity would result fn e creation of a terminal rail^

company participated in by all the companies, to handle all

switching operations, and from the consolidation of many of

their facilities. Although the railway companies are cramped

in many instances, because of their failure or inability to

secure adequate space, the prevailing competitive spirit prevents

adequate connections a the various systems, thus hamper'

interc and interline switching to and from industries.

These handicaps must intimately affect the railway companies

themselves but the others - the waste of urban land, the blight

1

of adjoining property and the interference with traffic on streets

are of paramount importance to the communis

There should be a large measure of coordination of all

types of transportation entering a terminal area. A unified

distribution system within the confines of the community should

be so arranged to attain a minimum of street interference and

congestion and of cost. This coordination must be evolved

according to a well conceived area plan and the conflict:

interests of the competing companies should be submerged for

the common good.

11 too often in the past, the railway facilities have

been accepted as fixtures for all time, and plans for. the

community have been adax^ted to a ccoimiodate them. In a long-rang

community development plan, the extent to which much-needed
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adjustments can be made to improve and 'modernize the ay

facilities should be given due consideration so that they i \

<

be fitted into more desirable trends. Large though both the

costs and the benefits may be, some metiiod of sharing the

expense should be determined in order that the essent"

^rovements and adjustments be not postponed indefinitely.

It has been estimated that well over half of railway

freight charges are yard and terminal _ uses - less than half

being line-haul expense. This only too well illustrates the

vital need of the institution of a ter railway co pa to

expedite the terminal handling of the community's incoming and

outgoing freig

Due to modern invention, the ral have lost sc

ojf their former importance. The automobile, motor bus and

airplane have made serious inroads in their
•

passenger revenue

and the motor truclc and plane in their freight and express

business. Nevertheless, railv. re still -eminent

method of transportation and take care of the bulk of the

traffic, especially long haul freight transportation. • Any

reconversion of their antiquated urban terminals to the end

that would make t ore efficient and less costly to operate

would be a boon to both the companies and the public.
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Vancouver's Railways

The port of Vancouver is a national asset because

it is the largest and oldest western gateway of the Dominion

of Canada. By reason of its unrivalled and strategic location

on a harbour that is sheltered, commodious and ice-free the

year round, and its beiu a estern terminus of Canadian

railways, it is of interest and importance not only to the

citizens of Vancouver and its environs but to British

Columbia and the Dominion as a whole. Or account of the many

shipping and railway lines focusing on this port, it functions

as a primary unit in the economic structure of Canada.

The future development of the iort of Vancouver

of vital importance to every Canadian. It is, therefore,

essential that there should be a spirit of cooperation among the

various authorities and companies concerned in the promotion

and development of rai a harbour facilities, until the time

an agreement is reached on a specific plan for the future.

The 1930 Flan presented certain conclusions based

upon an intensive study of tha conditions obtaining in the

matter of railways prior to that date. Many recommendations

were made but chiefly due to the unparalleled world-wide

depression which coumenced
, as followed

by a devastating world war, very few of then were carried out

or followed to the point of discussion with the railway i

The following are excerpts from the recommendations

contained in the 1?30 Plan:
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"BASIC CONSII

- EMSI7E AI : /ITY ALOE
EK, BETWEEN PENDER A

I _ 3] IVI
pe - ere la.y to adva 3e trainee
ot: .

Railroad operations here should be li to service
to the industries an r ' 3 Creek
district. ..i ] | performed by electric
locomotives in order to eliminate s 3. noise.

OE CC li L A
0? . .

leed exists for a large frei the east
section of the city to be used by the ^arbour Commission
Terminal Rail ' arily for port service in connection

' th the grain move , but also as a ' 1 inter-
change yard f ~s.

It be anticipated that future shipping and
industrial activity on the
on the go (it ?re of Burrard Inlet.

:

IN IT . II
-

e usefulness of this electrical!; rated railroad
to industrial life of Vancouver is being daily demon-
strated. It originates an impressive a nt of freight
business on its own lines and is the agency thrc Lch
each of the railroad: aj tains contact certain
district tnerwise could lot r 3] .

matter of fact, ish Columbia Electric Railway is
in effect an embryo terminal switchi] 17, and as
such its duties are certain to gro-

*
; ^nd exacting

. .... 'A 1 lTIC
SWITCHING ARRA ..--

! !

MR 3.

ie ideal conditions under nd ustries can
survive and flourish are those unde ire
assured of efficient railroad service on e^ial terms at
reasonable cost, . -dless of their location within the
district. In the Harbour Cc 'ssion Terminal Railway and
the British Columbia r.lectric Railway, Vancouver possesses
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the means 1 may be accomplished. any
points of view, but especially in regard to industrial
service, it be _ i good policy to combine
these two companies into one terminal association.

The British Columbia Electric Railway is exceed::

well qualified for ham '

;
industrial switching on

account of the 1* ire risk, "

. 5rtant in this
locally, flecibility and cheapness of
operation. The combi of these two road 1

,

•cale of switching <•

toward securing new industries for Vancouver, .-Eoove all,
access to t ebour front _d be on equal ccr.^

ximum facility. A le _ art of Vancouver's
future industr t look to the fore^ -

1
i for an

outlet, until the local and doaestic demands attain
satisfactory pre ?.

BETTE
.

Looking forward for a period of several decades,
it that t..is transfer of cars from one
road to < jncouver pre ill assume muc

ater proj <~>rtions and the currenl ods of handlii
the business \

' _er answer.

s the British Columbia Electric and the Harbour
Co. mission' :•; —r inal Railroads \ robably share more

Ls intra-terminal h , pecial
consideration must be given to pro\ .

• c] s and
connections necessar- to handle it. reposed Glen
Drive yard will be the focusi Lnt fc roads
and is, therefore, especially well adapted for _nterc

oes.

order to further assist tl. Columbia
^ctric Railway to classify cars origi: Lse

Creek district for delivery to other roads, a connection
across the east end of the el is sed. - er
connection is suggested in East Vancouver, where the
British Columbia Electric»s Westminster line passes over
the Great northern. From here the British Columbia
Electric could either operate over the Great Northern tracks
across Main Street, or construct another i paral"
line. This will give the British Columbia Electric a

complete loop track free from interferences with traffic
of the central business district. Again, it is but a short
distance fr e Grt ritish Columbia crossi
in East Vancouver to the junction of the Eraser Vail ' ne
of the British Columbia Electric (Cc rcial Junction),
so that traffic from this very important branch could also
be brought in via the proposed Main Street route.
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Inter be estal • '

lse Creek area; or a portion of the Grea
Cariadia y be set aside for e.
If, however, the s -ards
all B ric cars for other lines cot
enter it airectl jibuted fro:, there.

By a suitable redistribution of the tracks in centre
yard of the i : ailway, this yard cc be
used to adv botJ roads in handl

'

district
ot ler lines.

In the handling of trShsco ntal freigH't,
especially that destined for port ent, it appears that
eventually there will be need for e " nal clear'
yard, t< Lch all railroads will have access. Such a

be east t Moody or consist of
n irged Coqritlc. -d of the C.P. . ich would

be reached by acific ' tracks from
am River. This trade would

-.ferably be joir
several t- ,5,

-

A

The _ tion of a Zonj has allocated lc
and sufficient areas for industrial
waterfront and in selected locations within

rtionj
;

consi has
3n given to future re 3nts, and their establishment

will encourage the ind ^f Vancouver 1

ordered lines, as - afford] sin lifi-
cation of the problems involved in afford se areas
adequate rail and harbour facilities.

Zonii 1 encodrj a 3ilitate :n
of new industr

, ; nce i -.ed dities
oven this beyond doubt.

1

The elimination of waterfront railroad grade crossin
requires boldness and a at spectacula
example of the type of she construction 3t
necessarily rrevail along the waterfront is observed in the
recently completed elevated rpac 1 e Canadian

'

r -ic - 7 pri to serve their new Pier B-C and
adjacent Pier A end lier D. (Since destroyed by fire but
to be rebuilt in near future). This elevated road^. -o-
vides a circulatory vehicular ovement from Burrare et
to Granville Street and the ramp's enable trucks and teams
to reach ground level ber rer.ce -r

'r^ or to
railroad operations.
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A treatment somewhat similar to that started by
the Canadian Pacific Railroad is adaptable at
section of the south shore extending from Granville Stre
to the Sugar Refinery near Raymur ..venue. :a::p connect!

- be made "to this elevated structure f ' anville
Street, Cambie Street, Gore Avenue and Dunlevy Street,

ixcess Street and ley Avenue.

Easterly from the Sugar Refinery a low level water-
front roadway should be constructed north of the Canadian.
Pacific Railway Company and Harbour Co.-raissioners 1 tracks,
extending easterly to connect the waterfront rot
reserve now set aside by the harbour ( sioners from
the foot of Trinity Street te Second Narrows and
beyond. The v" ver Harbour Commissioners are to be
commended for'their foresight in reserving the necess'.
areas for the waterfront roadway. A plan of similar nature
should be followed wherever possible throughout the entire
industrial portion of the harbour.

The Grre rthern crossing at treet is objection-
able and a cause of delays to street traffic. This defect
may be remedied bj 'ade separation with Towell Street,
already referred to.

The Great Northern Railway crossing at the foot of
street hill is potentially dangerous and a grade

separation should be provided.

Union Passenger Terminals.

For the present traffic, the exist Lan
Pacific Railway' passenger s ' n is adequate!, However,
there is little room for expansion, e station and
its trackage occ py round space that wi ter be needed
for harbour deve" p: t. It is difficult to take care of

e of the er trains nc , e reverse movements
involved i: p ] ^ssenger trains f ientre Yard
impose bad operating conditions and contribute their share
to the grade crossin nuisance.

The Canadian Pacific Railway station is, how/ever
undeniably well located. to serve the public. It brin

ediately t r ~
3 lieart of s. It is, to the

railroad, an advantageous location for competitive _ enger
traffic, and its closeness to the steamer pi#rs

;
Lts of

a quick transfer from one to the other.

The implied desirability of seeking another location
for this passenger static seem to be e-

it radical innova '

. - Iroad cannot \ \ acted
to relinquish such a favourable location. Yet in the

erne of t. , ] " rward to. the ti the
Burrard waterfront is approaching its maximum degree of



.
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concentrated activity, it is conceivable ;d

itself may see the desirab] of relocation ' rder t

avoid the inconvenience and delays caused by freight switch-
ing r nts and ard operation of getting to its

iiiinals on False Creek.

Much should, fc,, be sacrificed tc. ^.reservi 1

the rfront for purely £ business,
suggestion of th oval of the Canadian Lc aiJ

r statib " ' line *
' bhat t b.

The i sal ve gests itself of grouping
the Canadian pacific Railway passenger facilitj ose
of the Great Northern and the Canadian National Rai]
on Main Street. This aver - n station

Lc , under the circumstances, i be a decided
advantage. This bei?: erminati int in every sense
of the word, and in a city of not Nation, a

bat ion for all roads possesses all of the good and
none of the bad features usually associated with the
arr« ent. •

The Great Northern an*-
1 aaadiari National Railway

stations are only four minutes by taxi fr e heart of
the business district, less than a mile. is
available for expansion, and the extensive . already
provided guarantee's for all time pleasing surroundings.

The Canadian Pacif tilway could enter the Main
itreet location by direct movement frc ^in line,
over tracks in the valley between C a A ;nue and
Glen -Drive. Thus t ... congested trac along
the waterfront from the old Hastings Mills property
westward could be avoided and traffic over grade crossings
within the cit"- further reduced."

Two very important recc .endations of the 1?30 I-

that have been carried out were the elimination of what was

popularly known as the "Carrall Street crossing" and the con-

struction of the Glen Drive rail ards. This link of the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company, - was essential in its

system of ter trackage, in reality crossed six downtown

business streets of various decrees of importance; Fender,

Hastings, Carrall, Cordove , ell and Alexander htreets.
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The company constructed a tunnel from a point in its yards

near Beatty and Georgia Streets, along Duns treet to a

portal on the main line near Thurlov/ and Hastings Streets,

is eliminat; continuous irritating blocking of

these heavily travelled streets was a boon to the citizens

and the new route is a great convenience to the compa: .

The Glen Drive rail ards -of the National Harbours

Board, designed to serve the grain trade, were constructed

near the east end of the False Creek fill.

The construction of the elevated waterfront -roadway e

from Granville Street to t vicinity of the British Columbia

Sugar Refinery property, as recommended in rs

and Railways Report, is considered to be of j .-tance

i t it has been r mended as a iriajor street in the revised

treet Report. It is considered most essential in the

proper and efficient development of both the harbour and major

street system. It ' consist of a four-lane roadway of

44-foot width and one 4-foot sidewalk. The accompanying plan

shows the location of the proposed structure.

It would connect with the existing overhead crossing of

the tracks at Granville Street. There should also be overhead

crossings at Cambie and Main Streets and at Dunlevy and Eeatley

Avenues. A ramp should be constructed at Main Street or at

Gore Avenue. Investigation should be made to de' ' e the

possibilities of an overhead crossing at Carrall Street for

both vehicles and pedestris.s. Ramps to the wharf level should
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be provided at strategic locations.

The plan also indicates an elevate Id

be an extension of Cordova Street, west f He Street,

to connect with Hdwe and Burrard Streets. This eo meet!

was also Recommended i -ijor Street Report.

In additi<- i reco iimendations submitted in conn

l the Burrard Inlet and 1 Creek areas, the foil

were presented .^ncouver section of the 1930

also, with respect to the area contiguous to .of
the ] v ser River:

"Railroad 1 Drtation as applied to the South
Vancouver Area compri T

. iat is ,cnown as the Cent;
•k line, owned and operated by the British Col urn'

->ctric Railway C: , and the iiburne-Ke inst
line, owned by the Ca L£ Lfi - . - mpany
leased to and operate-" itish Cc_ - led

er
but

leased to and" operate *itish Columbia Electric
'• iy«

The Central lark line serves the highland area lyi
between Burnaby Lake and the Nor m of bhe Fraser
River, providi er and freight services,
line is double tracked and the service is satisfactory,
Location and det^ £ these lines are good, parade
separations being provided for the more important street
crossings, v,l e exception of Victor: , for which
provision should a . The width of the railway right-
of-way varies from 66 to 120 feet and is consequently
sufficiently wide for aiding such additional tracks as
the most part, carry passenger traffic, serving as it does
largely a residential area. It is not designed for heavy
through freight traffic. The light industrial areas, one
lying east of Joyce Road. and the other southwest of Trout
Lake, can be adequately served by a four-track line. The
passenger business will not be greatly increased until

e Railway Company makes use of a route into the Carrall
Street Terminal, which will materially reduce the runniv

' e between Vancouver and New Westminster.
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The Eburne-Nev. .. dnster line of the British
Cc - ' - - trie a .y is of cons: i e

rtance, both locally and generally. It embraces a
considerable area of excellent waterfr nd
industrial lands and acts as a feeder to the line
railways. line is single tracked at present but

is sufficient for the f
four tracks, and a switr lead on both sides. The
line is well located, having easy curves and rradient? and
is so situated in rear of the waterfront betw<
the west boundary of the South Vancouver Area" ' is
about 1,000 feet west of Cambie Street) ai le Street
is particular] ble for industrial developmenl
is also thi east of herr Street. The wester
are an aver

L of 1,; feet, while the easterlv
area averages 5< feet. In bo ises these areas can
be conv f and efficiently served by industrial
trac connected to the Eburne-New Westminster line.

from the main line can also be readilv built to
serve Mitchell's and T 's Islands when required for
industrial ses.

L]

There are several streets leading to the waterfront
such as On tar:

, 1 , caser, Victoria, Kerr and Boundary
ad, but t thoroughfare Wi.ich serves I -ter-

front and also crosses the river is Eraser Street. This
street connects wit . 5 Road, Lulu Is: , and leads
directly to the Lulu Island terminus of the Ladner Ferrv.

road will rapidly increase in- importance, due to
"

°

rovements t
. ; ,a now being carried out. The

Provincial Government nov >ses to re-construct the
i bridge on this route. ubt the new brid

1 be constructed at t ie level a£ 'sting
structure. This will enable an approach embankment to
be built at the

, extending beyond the railway
tracks, and thereby provide a first class grade separation.
If any other bridge should be constructed in this area in
the future across the North ,

' alar tre t can be
accorded. No ot] arations are needed exce
such foot bridges as may be deemed necessary. to cross
the tracks within the proposed riverside park site."

A review of the recommendations of 1?30 cannot but

leave the thought that great as the u] j of some of the

projects were considered at that time, there is even greater

necessity for their consideration now. . Nothing has develo-ed
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in the interim to suggest any change in principle arid

therefore, it is now desired to reaffirm these prev:

recommendations.

Serious and early consideration Id be given

then lest in the haste tc evtake some ot c j - ar

ject that would be inimical to their best interests,

the opportunity to -ca.- ;
~ successfu _. be

irretrievably lost.
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Vancouvr i in harbour is its greatest asset

for t Burrard Inlet it is safe' to assume t

would not "be the great metropolitan development

kr iday , s ur ro una

Lmits of Va arbour

line fr Atkinsc oint Gre .

a i River at the extr . ,

cf Burrard Inlf
,

. It includes

Burrard Inlet, alse Ore-' . It

i] . ce

' les of w i .

aver „" uted i

constitutes the ci +

boundary - th» cf the Fraser River. ater-

^rovides sites for i ries which ,

ge, lighter and e service.

Vancouve: 3St

luable of the nation's resources and it pre ed to be

of vital i portance i : peace s ar.

Bo I 1 status of

couver H _ .. 'derable e

the 1930 Flan . al

arbour in 3*913, a ~<l its contro] ] opinion

Gcvernaent represented be ancouve arbour ssion-

ers, a body of three ] api Lntees of the it.

Since 1936, however, it has bee:
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urs Board from Ott_ re

handled local by a por' Ls st if.

Probably tlie greatest physical change that has

taken place is t. ition of the nastir ill -

the first mill erected on re of Burrerd IrJLet -

after obout a half century of continuous \ ration. The

/aired r ±j.arbour Ccrimisslon-

er r is developed as re uu IreL tiona" rs

rd.

In 1?31 the V rbour Commissioners con-

structed r

Ca " Ls facility J ovides

for t le sale ' -

sale dealers pace

rboura Beard. In o

bes " ice-

ime of

"

Lon . The. o pen

j

had a very pon 1-

e matter 3.

Valuable lata :
T s

business been -ded t - se

records will incre passag

especially for of comparison. - -

intervenir. ression, however, a disr _

e steady flow of shippi i£ and the records, ore,

fluctuate considerabl .
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As in the cs

and suggests lent of Vancouver Harbour were

presented in fc .

;'
.

The foil g are excerpts fr is 1?30 — .

'"I. OA

The railroads have been here, as elsewh' re, foremost
inau pboasr Lmpr

in Vane o ever
3 of dollai . most 2'ec _

.'. •

[
. .',

of the cost in excess of

,;
{ , 00. The city ntinue to look to the
ilroada •

' .ieces

we] p 1 'bour.

However, railrc 3
,

cefpre .ly se es.
Lile this ettitude tem be

of ei'fic 1 open s, it is not, in
ard sense, constructive feet, nor is

it likely to result in the a i I benefit to t

eatest number of peopi . f urn- , railr
control of a i orb: or t] t retard its
growth. Forti r.^.e!

of the i ,
'- •"" ver, is in no gre„

danger. But there is ' accomplis i

1 aascess to all carriers to ever
rtion of bhe waterfront. Whether t by

an adjustment o. t.chin. Df
is not ver; 1,

but it is believed that the mosl id of
providin 1 Lvile by extendi/

e sccje of the I . Co dssion's Tei

iving it a practi Yitchj ns
thin the limits of Vancouver. As suggested in t

railroad report, it vou] of advantage tt bine the
Terminal Raj y with t e British Cc" trie
Railway, as the" latter is LarQ -fitted for servj
certain sections of the city.

pment of .orth chore 3 _ress
|

by the Harbour ssion, t] \ ' givt

to prove the soundness of the above outlined,
the Harbour Commission' e ne is in a
-sition to serve this territory.
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PUBLIC CONTROL OF AND ACCESS TO WATERFRONT

It is urgent that immediate steps be taken to
insure the gradual carrying out of a programme that
will have for its ultimate object the complete develop-
ment for harboar purposes of the entire shore line of
Burrard Inlet.

The essential first step is to secure absolute
control of the waterfrontage through the harbour
Commission and sufficient of the background to accommodate
the railroad tracks and accessory facilities that are
necessary. The land should, if possible, be purchased
outright and then developed industrially with limited
leaseholds, until it is needed for docks and piers.
Possibly a form of option may be arranged whereby at a
fixed price the land may be acquired later, meantime
its use to be controlled by the Harbour Commission.

It should not be neglected, in the development of
either shore, to provide public access to the waterfront.
This may be done by extending wide avenues or street ends
entirely to the pier head line and holding them reserved
for public use.

There are no problems involved in the future expansion
of the harbour that have not been solved in the past.
For the south shore methods used and types of pier con-
struction required would be about the same, except that
from about Victoria Drive eastward, on account of the
closeness to shore of deep water, the quay type of con-
struction, rather than slips and piers, will be required.
Additional room for much needed trackage can be made
available along this section, as far as the Second
Narrows Bridge,

On the North Shore construction will, in general, be
comparatively much cheaper, as there are extensive shallows
of easily dredged material With the exception of a length
of about a mile and a half extending from Moodyville
westward, pier and slip construction is practicable.

An essential feature of North Shore development is
a new crossing at the Second ^arrows of sufficient width
to carry two railroad tracks and a highway of four traffic
lanes capacity. It does not require great foresight to
anticipate this improvement, as traffic conditions on the
present bridge are intolerable. When even a small portion
of the expected concentration of harbour and industrial
life takes place on the North Shore, the mingling of
vehicular and railroad traffic on this important structure
will eventually force its reconstruction! or replacement by
a dam, as has been suggested. Whether a dam or a double-
deck bridge should be used is a matter of cost, practicability
and effectiveness. A most thorough investigation is necessary

before a preference may be indicated.
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While the above remarks are equally true now, it

should he recorded that a greet deal of development, repre-

senting a very considerable capital investment, has taken place

on the North Shore. Among the larger industries which have

located near the North Vancouver Harbour front are the

Glaspie Lumber Company, Midland Pacific Terminal Elevator

and the Murphy Paint Company. The Department of National

Defence constructed the Navy Yard, warehouses and pier,

during the Second World War. The Burrard Drydock Company also

made substantial additions and the Pacific Drydock Company

erected a new plant. Many railway spurs have been laid to

these new industrial undertakings.

The recommendations contained in the 1930 Plan are

hereby confirmed.

STATISTICAL DATA

Physical Development

The investment of the National Harbours Board in the

Port of Vancouver - land and facilities - is in excess of

$24,000,000 and private investment in waterfront facilities

also amounts to a very large sum.

The following are statistical data in brief, relative

to the physical development of Vancouver Harbour:

Number of Piers and Warehouses to accommodate
deep-sea vessels. ..... 28
*Total Deep-sea bertsh 47
Number of Grain Elevators 7

Total Storage Capacity (Bushels) 18,716,500
Number of Fish Docks 1

Total Berthing Space for Pishing Craft. . . . 130
Ice Manufacturing Capacity (tons per day) . . 33

Fish & Vegetable Oils Storage Capacity (Gallons) 471,112
Booming Grounds, Harbour Boards (sections). . . 300

Private " 900

Average depth of water at pier is 31 feet.
Ships berth under own steam - no tugs are required.
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PORT BUSINESS

The even tenor of the port's business from the

late 1930's to the present (1946) was disrupted to a very-

considerable degree by war conditions which fact accounts

for the fluctuations which will be noted in the f ollowing

statistical tables and graphs:

Year

Comparative Record of Shipments

Total Shipping (Ocean and Coastwise )

Number of Vessels
Registered
Net Tons

1936 19,743 11,913,092
1937 22,637 11,366,408
193 8

™ 7 ^"s 9

22,290
9 ^ 9

11,620,493
1939 23,336 11,993,813
1940 27,403

28,331
11,347,860

1941 10,740,249
1942 26,997 9,294,311
1943 24,772 8,319,236
1944 24,330 9,081,029
1945 24,397 9,824,176
1945 26,371

Ocean Shipping

11,318,914

Registered
Year Number of Vessels Net Tons

1931 1,036 4,031,192
1932 1,123 4,301,734
1933 1,113 4,492,622
1934 1,211 4,896,232
1935 1,123 4,326,469
1936 1,247 4,954,337
1937 959 3,990,390
1938 984 - 4,029,308
1939 1,049 4,221,384
1940 725 2,811,804
1941 324 1,844,941
1942 234 926,536
1943 216 865,645
1944 348 1,397,855
1945 314 2,126 ,097

3,320,9181946 787
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Imports

Cargo
Year (Tons)

1936 3,879,919
1937
1936

4,176,003
3,796,612

1939 4,016,615
1940 4,379,237
1941 4,630,231
1942 4,195,395
1943 3,866,181
1944 4,287,599
1945 4,117,322
1946 4,379,263

Logs & Lumber
(Board Feet)

757
795

898
1,027
1,202

989
836
908
859
782

,454,929
,681,585
,133,173
,470,666
,068,526
,477,086
,786,276
,034,730
,704,086
,121,746
,517,121

Exports

Year Cargo
(Tons)

1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

3,886,195
2,736,120
2,559,542
2,968,331
2,160,638
1,763,500
1,594,773
1,783,653
2,523,691
2,875,200
3,865,318

Logs & Lumber
(Board Feet

591,004,106
576,456,779
488,861,400
550,548,301
446,746,940
241,542,738
125,113,776
134,853,745
161,640,547
188,874,796
231,396,268

Port Trade - Cargo

12£6 1946
Imports (Tons) 3,879,919 4,379,263

Exports (Tons) 3,886,195 3,86.5,318

13% Increase

1/2$ Decrease

The terms Import and Export do not mean

that the commodities referred to were imported or exported

into or out of the country. For example, with respect to

the imports of logs and lumber, the figures represent the
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totals, in board feet, that were brought into the port,

whether from points northerly along the coast or from other

countries or sources. Similarly the export figures represent

only the logs, or lumber, shipped from the port regardless

whether the destinations were Canadian or foreign ports.

Therefore, the difference between the imports and exports

of the number of board feet of logs or lumber in any one

year, the imports being the greater, would represent the

processed lumber used locally in the Greater Vancouver

area or the lumber shipped by railway or truck.

Volume of Port Trade

Cargo Tonnage

Year Imports Exports Total

1931 3,575,614 3,717,091 7,292,705
1932 2,862,765 4,363,090 7,225,855
1933 2,717,311 3,387,504 6,104,845
1934 3,056,068 3,203,514 6,259,581
1935 3,205,188 3,134,448 6,339,636
1936 3,879,919 3,886,195 7,766,114
1937 4,176,003 2,736,120 6,912,123
1938 3,796,612 2,559,542 6,356,154
1939 4,016,615 2,968,331 6,984,946
1940 4,379,237 2,160,638 6,539,875
1941 4,630,231 1,763,500 6,393,731
1942 4,195,395 1,594,773 5,790,168
1943 3,866,181 1,783,653 5,649,834
1944 4,287,599 2,521,691 6,811,290
1945 4,117,322 2,875,200 6,992,522
1946 4,379,263 3,865,318 8,244,581

In spite of the trade fluctuations over the

years, the volume of imports and export trade, especially

the latter, has been on an upward course during the past

few years which condition is significant of a healthy trend.
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Passenger Traffic

Tear Landed Shipped

1936 479,836 482,240
1937 594,376 606,616
1938 581,250 588,925
1939 5^,751 593,311
1940 678,848

789,179
806,065

671,540
789,735
807,373
920,283

1941
1942
1943 923,628
1944 934,086 932,362
1945 968,574 974,119
1946 943,141 960,787

The trend in passenger traffic has increased

consistently between 1938 and 1945, but showed a slight

recession in 1946. There was a very rapid increase between

1939 and 1943 which was induced by war activities. It would

appear that good business conditions and the tourist traffic

have ^assisted in maintaining the wartime volume since 1943.
\iSL £*- ^^sL jJ-a t

1
dL*f-cL, 0*Co

fi^^^A-*^-^u.u^ J*J&A*.J~>+ *-*"t" _A*_^«-t_- ?
Volume of Grain '

-w^.1*^ ^*tr-*r~*r~*- '

Shipped through the Port of Vancouver

Crop Crop
Year Bushels Year

1920-21 501,221 1933-34
1921-22 7,489,573 1934-35
1922-23 19,166,443 1935-36
1923-24 54,735,348 1936-37

1937-38
1938-39

1924-25 24,245,742
1925-26 52,817,241
1926-27 40,592,998 1939-40
1927-28 87,368,008 1940-41
1928-29 97,295,538 1941-42
1929-30 49,842,395 1942-43
1930-31 75,046,406 1943-44
193x-32 76,513,577 1944-45
1932-33 94,712,862 I943-46

Bushels

49,030,256
50,904,020
56,916,845
33,166,671
11,161,150
39,967,279
10,355,797
4,050,880
2,415,582
1,592,262

18,750,973
10,101,392
65,568,468

The grain trade through the .fort of Vancouver,

upon which Vancouver at one time set great hopes for a
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continuing and highly lucrative business, has been dis-

appointing. The total storage capacity of the 7 grain

elevators in Vancouver Harbour, 18, 716,500 bushels, was

once required for the large amount of grain transhipment

but during recent years there has been a decided recession

in shipments. In the peak crop year of 1928-192? over 97

million bushels were shipped; this is a decided contrast

to 1942-1943 when just over one and a half million bushels

were handled.

Shortly after the outbreak of war in 1939, the

world-wide grain trade through the Port of Vancouver which

had been developed extensively by private enterprise on a

competitive basis, was taken over by Government decree, on

account of lack of shipping and the general war effort, by

the 3oard of Grain Commissioners of Canada. Since that time

this Board has controlled the marketing and routing of all

grain products harvested in Canada and is still functioning.

It dictates whether the grain shall move east or west - its

decisions being based largely upon the freight rates from the

point of origin and the ultimate market.

The general decrease and the fluctuating nature

of the various annual total grain shipments during the war

years may be attributed to war and post-war conditions as

outlined above although poor crop years have also been a factor.

However, a general stabilization of Vancouver 1 s grain trade

is anticipated when world conditions become more settled.
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FALSE CREEK

With respect to the False Creek area, the

following was recommended in the 1930 Plan:

"THE FALSE CREEK INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT HAS BEEN PERMITTED
TO BECOME AN EYESORE AND A MENACE TO HEALTH. ITS
REGENERATION IS ESSENTIAL TO NORMAL CIVIC DEVELOPMENT.

The investigation establishes the fact that the
False Creek channel is too valuable an asset to the city
to consider its complete filling and obliteration.
Rather, it should be encouraged as an industrial entity
of extreme usefulness to Vancouver. Theoretically and
practically it contributes to an ideal situation in that
it provides a harbour for industrial activities allied
to shipping interests, yet permits of a desirable segre-
gation from the purely commercial water-borne traffic of
Burrard Inlet. In other words, Vancouver is fortunate
in having both a coiianercial and an industrial harbour.

Emphasis is made of the importance of not only re-
taining the present industries along the channel, but of
encouraging others to locate there. It should not be
overlooked that should all of the mills be moved now to
the Fraser River, as has been suggested, the effect would
be far reaching and fairly detrimental to Vancouver. For
it would not only remove capital itself, but the buying
power of many facmilies. Not only the mills would be
affected, but many subsidiary enterprises whose business
depends upon the proximity of the mills. There are no
substitute industries in the offing to take their place.

Looking forward, however, it is entirely conceivable
that the mills and some other industries of False Creek
will be forced to move by reason of increasing land values.
This is a normal process and usually insures the replacement
of the migrating concerns by others of higher class<>

In the light of the foregoing conclusions, the
obvious next step is to so direct the use of False Creek
channel that it may reach its maximum efficiency with the
least inconvenience to other elements of community growth.

Of primary importance is the maintaining of this
channel in a sanitary condition. A fairly careful inspect-
ion of existing industries lining the channel indicates
that there are no industries the waste products of which are
subject to bacterial action or offensive putrefaction. As
maximum concentration is approached and the working popula-
tion becomes densely settled, adequate sanitary sewers must
be provided.
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Under no circumstances should any sanitary sewer
be permitted to empty raw sewage into False Creek. It
has no current and its only method of cleansing itself
is by the rise and fall of the tide. Long, narrow arms
projecting from the main channel, such as that from the
turning basin along Llain Street to just north of Georgia
Street, should be given special attention and subjected
to great restrictions.

More careful supervision of the manner of filling
and the kind of filling material used is essential.

It is recommended that the channel be dredged to
a minimum depth of 20 feet at low tide and that permanent
quay wall and wharf construction be adopted as future
policy, A more systemativ location of industries, streets
and railroad tracks will effect a more sightly appearance
and materially improve the efficiency and value of the
district.

It is recommended that the channel south of Granville
Island, called the back channel, be filled in and joined
to the mainland , in order that better access may be obtained
to the island and additional lots created.

The accompanying sketch is submitted as a plan
eventually practicable, whereby the entire False Creek area
may be reclaimed and used for purposes more appropriate to
a city of a million population. The theory of the plan
is, briefly, to create greater land values by increasing
the desirability of the lands for high-class industries.

The Provincial Government has made a survey of the
whole False Creek area and a sixty-foot road has been
dedicated south of the railroad yard on the north shore,
shown by dotted line. This road has two connections to
the city's street system, at Smithe and Carrall Streets.

The design is made with the object in view of
retaining as much land as possible on the north side of the
channel in close proximity to the city's business districts

At the entrance to False Creek the channel is narrowed
to four hundred feet. This is for a twofold reason - in
order not to interfere in any way with those industries
which are already firmly established on Granville Island,
and to discourage heavy waterfront industrial development
immediately west of the proposed Burrard Street Bridge.
This channel is straight and will not cause any obstruct-
ion to the passage of water traffic if used primarily as
a fairway for ships.
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It is recommended that First Avenue be improved
and extended to the east and west and form a continuation
of Fifth Avenue. The British Columbia Electric Railway
track along First Avenue should be abandoned and relocated
as a double tracic line about two hundred and fifty feet
north of its present location; provision, however, should
be made for a right-of-way wide enough to accommodate
three tracks here if future requirements demand. An
eighty-foot street immediately north of this right-of-way
is recommended connecting with the proposed Second Avenue
extension just west of Columbia Street and with the
suggested Fifth Avenue-First Avenue extension opposite
Heather Street. This street will provide not onifcy trucking
access to the industries located along the waterfront, but
will also provide street frontage for these industries,
if desired.

This proposed arrangement will permit of intensive
industrial development, with railway service, along First
Avenue, Second Avenue and Fifth Avenue. An industrial
track placed in the lane between First Avenue and Second
Avenue can be used to serve the industries fronting on these
streets. If necessary, this track could be depressed at
Cambie Street to obtain clearance under the Connaught
Bridge ramp. The south track of the suggested relocated
double track British Columbia Electric Railway can be used
to serve those industries fronting on the- north side of
First Avenue. The waterfront industries can be served by
spurs off the north track of the British Columbia Electric
Railway, which can be operated as a combined passenger and
freight track until such time as the traffic demands would
necessitate segregation of this traffic, when a third track
could be installed for either freight or passenger traffic
use exclusively.

The scheme of development is not intended for the
types of industries which would require depths of say, six
hundred to eight hundred feet for the waterfront property,
as this scheme would be more or less undesirable here if
based upon water transportation facilities. However, should
such requirements become necessary, the waterfront street
could be abandoned and the British Columbia electric Railway
could be double-tracked in approximately its present location,
thus providing depths of waterfront property along the south
shore of about four hundred to eight hundred feet.

The slips indicated on the plan are diagramatic only
and can be established definitely when the scheme is being
developed.

This proposed development, when carried out, will
necessitate the renaming of some of the streets.
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\Care should be taken to so control the use of this
area that no industrial nuisance will be permitted to locate
within it. This is extremely important on account of the
close proEimity of the commercial and residential sections
of the city. Adequate zoning restrictions will assist in a
satisfactory solution of this difficulty.

It is recoi^miended that the easterly end of the
channel be filled eventually so as to make solid land from
Main Street to a line about four hundred feet east of the
Great Northern Railway T s abandoned trestle, and that track
connection be made so as to provide the British Columbia
Electric Railway with access to the north shore of False Creek,
independently of the hitsilano Bridge.

The advantage of the above proposal is to-fold.
It provides about 25 acres of firstclass industrial
property and affords a greater flexibility in switching
cars into and out of the district. It will facilitate inter-
change among the five railways.

A rail connection between the south and north
stores of False Creek at the eastern end will be of great
value. Were it not for the channel to the gas plant and
the intensely developed area near the Georgia Viaduct, an
extension to the north and west of the railroad on the
proposed street west of Main Street could be made and would
be ideal."

Following the publication of the 1930 llan the

civic authorities convened several meetings of representatives

of the interested parties - Dominion and Frovincial Governments,

railway and shipping companies, leaseholders, property-owners,

etcetra in an endeavour to reach agreement on methods of carry-

ing out the plan, but due to the magnitude of the task and the

difficulty of reconciling conflicting interests little headway

was made. Another reason was that the great economic depression

of the 1930' s had just set in and was becoming progressively

worse. Discussion had not be renewed when the Second World

War broke. a 1 . »

Conditions relative to many of the physical

aspects of the 1930 Plan have changed to some extent now. In

regard to the False Creek Bridges - the Burrard Street Bridge
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has been constructed; the Granville Street Bridge has been

authorized by the electorate and plans are being prepared -

to be located west of the present bridge; and in the revised

Town Plan, the proposal to project Kingsway to Robson and

Beatty Streets has been recommended for abandonment. In its

stead, it is now recommended (Vide Major Street Plan) that the

proposed New Westminster-Vancouver Express Highway be projected

across False Creek from the vicinity of Main Street and

Industrial Avenue to Georgia and Beatty Streets. The diversion

of the Cambie Street Bridge to Smithe Street is, therefore,

not now recommended. When the Burrard Street Bridge was

erected, provision was made for a lower deck to accommodate

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company and thus provide for the

elimination of the existing trestle.

Since 1930, the sawmill industry in False Creek

has lessened to the extent of two mills, the Hanbury Sawmill

and the Vancouver Lumber Mill have both ceased operations

and have been dismantled. On the other hand, several sub-

stantial improvements and changes have taken place, including

the location of the harbour head line, especially on the south

side. Unfortunately, none of these followed the 1930 Plan,

and therefore, mnay necessary adjustments have been made in

the plan. In the main, however, the general motif of the

scheme, with respect to the proposed waterway has been followed.

In the preparation of the original plan, the

design anticipated the subdivision of much of the reclaimed

portion into comparatively small holdings, but contrary to

these expectations, the area has been developed with
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substantially large properties. This has precluded the pro-

jection of the street systems shown on the original plan,

e.g. north of and parallel to 1st and 6th Avenues on the

south shore, and south of and parallel to Taylor Street on

the north shore. On account of these conditions it has been

necessary to shift the proposed waterway north of its

location as suovm. on the original plan.

It is gratifying to note that recently some of the

raw sewage, which has been allowed to flow into False Creek,

has been diverted to the Spanish Banks interceptor, and that

authorization has been given that will assure the progressive

elimination, in the comparatively near future, of sewage

disposal in this waterway.

If It is recommended therefore, that endeavour be

made to develop False Creek along the general lines of the

scheme as presented in the accompanying plan which has been

brought up to date in recognition of the conditions now obtain-

ing. It is inconceivable that this valuable waterway, which

potentially would afford Vancouver a fine secondary harbour,

will be permitted to remain forever in its present unsightly

and inefficient state, wasteful and unsavory. Every effort

should be directed toward its reclamation as soon as possible,

because the longer the project is delayed the more costly its

logical development will be. The scheme as outlined may be

considered somewhat ambitious but tne cost will be more than

refunded over the years by the greater degree of usefulness that

will result. It is certain that something toward its improvement

will have to be undertaken and if a spirit of deteumination and
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enterprise coupled, perhaps, with a spirit of compromise

among the many who are vitally interested, is displayed,

the result can be naught but satisfactory and, in general,

successful.
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